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a b s t r a c t

Super fine-grained graphite is a type of advanced nuclear graphite which was developed for Molten Salt
Reactor (MSR). It is necessary to establish a failure assessment method used for nuclear graphite com-
ponents in MSR. A modified assessment approach based on ASME BPVC-III-5_2017 is presented. The new
approach takes a new parameter, KIC, into account and abandons the parameter, grain size, which is
unrealistic for super fine-grained graphite as the computation is enormous if we use conventional
methods. Three methodologies (KTA 3232, ASME, New approach) were also evaluated by theoretical
prediction and experimental verification. The results indicated the new developed code can be used for
design and failure assessment of super fine-graphite components and has more extensive applicability.
© 2019 Korean Nuclear Society, Published by Elsevier Korea LLC. This is an open access article under the

CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
1. Introduction

Molten Slat Reactor (MSR) is considered as one of the Genera-
tion IV nuclear power systems due to its intrinsical characteristics
[1]. In thoriummolten salt reactor nuclear energy system (TMSR) in
China, graphite is designed as a structural and neutron-moderator
material. Super fine-grained graphite (such as T220 manufactured
by Sinosteel AMC, NG-CT-50 manufactured by Fangda Carbon New
Material Co., Ltd) is supposed to be used to prevent molten salt
infiltration. As we know, nuclear graphite has inherent defects,
such as crystal irregularities, pores and cracks. These defects can
reduce the material strength and result in a large scatter in
experimental material strength [2,3] data. The failure assessment of
nuclear graphite components must take into account such vari-
ability in the strength data.

Probabilistic failure analysis is widely used to assess nuclear
graphite components. In the 1970s, a German draft standard (KTA
3232 [4]) had been formed mentioned to perform probabilistic
failure analysis for graphite components in early gas-cooled nuclear
reactors. Many researchers [5e8] tried to predict the failure of a
graphite component by Weilbull aproach by using the estimates
obtained by test results of small specimens. However, the results
by Elsevier Korea LLC. This is an
were always inconsistent with the experimental results. The reason
could be attributed to incomplete consideration of the volume ef-
fect in brittle materials. Recently, M. P. Hindley [9] developed an
approach for predicting failure in NBG-18 nuclear graphite com-
ponents in a nuclear core design for Pebble Bed Modular Reactor.
However, for super fine-grained graphite in TMSR, the average
grain size is less than 20 mm and the fracture toughness (KIC) is
relatively low (~0.8e1). The existing assessment methodology of
nuclear graphite needs to be improved for the fine grained graphite.

To seek a methodology which is more suitable for the failure
assessment for the fine nuclear graphite components. A modified
assessment approach based on ASME BPVC-III-5_2017 [10] is pre-
sented in this paper. The new approach was compared with con-
ventional approaches (KTA 3232 and ASME). And four point
bending tests of Dog-Bone specimens and Brazilian disc splitting
tests were implemented to validate the new developed approach.
2. Failure calculation methodology

In this paper, the requirement of the failure assessment meth-
odology presented is to predict the probability of failure (POF) of a
graphite component under a given stress state. The methodology
employed is a modified volume normalized Weibull weakest link
failure criterion. The total POF is the product of the POF of each link
in this weakest link formulation.
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where vi is the volume associated with a link; vI is the total volume
of the component; nI is the link in the weakest link calculation; Sc is
the characteristic strength; m is the shape parameter; S0 is the
threshold value.

The procedure for the calculation of the POF is completed in the
following steps:

(a) Over the entire component that is being investigated, choose
an orthogonal set of coordinates and designate them by the
subscripts x, y, and z. The stress components in these di-
rections are then designated sx , sy, and sz for direct stresses,
and txy, tyz, and txz for shear stresses.

(b) Subdivide the component into integration volumes, repre-
sented by points (integration points). This may be achieved
by making use of a numerical calculation by the Finite
Element Method.

(c) For each integration point, i, calculate the stress components
for each loading to which the Graphite Core Component will
be subjected. This is typically the output of a three-
dimensional finite element calculation of the stresses in the
Graphite Core Component.

(d) Calculate the algebraic sum of the values of sxi at the inte-
gration point, which result from the different type of loading,
and similarly for the other five stress components.

(e) For each integration point, translate the stress components
for the x, y, and z directions into principal stresses s1, s2, and
s3.

(f) For each integration point, calculate the equivalent stress
resulting from the three principal stresses using the equation
in ASME Code sub article HHA-3213 [10]. This is designated
svi, the point equivalent stress.

(g) The following stress-volume integral is to be completed over
the Graphite Core Component:

(1) Rank the integration volumes in decreasing order of the

point equivalent stress (svi).
(2) Moving Threshold Value. To ensure that a sufficient POF

calculation volume of material is always used to make
multiple links in the weakest link calculation even at
very low loads; and allow for likelihood of failure at very
low loads. Threshold Value is adjusted depending on
Sc095%. If the maximum equivalent stress is greater than
Sc095%, then the current point equivalent stress remains
unchanged.
s00 ¼ s0

If the maximum equivalent stress is less than the value of Sc095%,
then is recalculated as follows:

s00 ¼ smax

sc095%
s0

Wheresmax is the highest equivalent stress occurring in the
component. Truncate the list of integration points to those where
the point equivalent stress is greater than the threshold stress (s00).

(3) For the integration point, calculate and store
Xi ¼
�

svi � s00
SC095% � s00

�m095%
(4) Group the integration volumes into groups (designated by
the index I, II, III,…), starting with the point of highest stress.
The allocation to groups is based on the following two
conditions:

� Condition 1: group volume VI;II;III::: >Vm.
� Condition 2: group stress range as follows:
max
�
XI;II;III:::

��min
�
XI;II;III:::

�
min:

�
XI;II;III:::

� � D

Where Vm ¼ a process zone volume, which is calculated from the
following equation:

Vm ¼
"
6:369�

�
KIC

2sm

�2
#3

Where KIC ¼ Critical Stress Intensity Factor for mode I, Vm ¼ process
zone volume [11] based on fracture toughness and mean tensile
strength, sm ¼ mean tensile strength.

D ¼ the stress range parameter, 20%.

(5) For each group, compute a probability of survival by sum-
ming over the integration volumes within each group as
follows:

LI ¼ exp
�
�
X
i

Xi �
Vi

VI

�

LI is the probability of survival of group I; Xi is defined as in (3); Vi is
the volume associated with one sub-element; VI is the total volume
of a group.

(6) Calculate the probability of survival of the graphite core
component by multiplying the probability of survival of the
groups.

L ¼
Y
I

LI

L is the probability of survival of the graphite core component.

(7) Calculate and report the probability of failure:

POF ¼1� L

3. Results and discussion

It is known that the highest population density (highest number
of failures) is at the average experimental failure load which cor-
responds to a 50% POF failure load predicted by model. For this
reason the 50% POF load is a good basis for comparison with each
test case. In order to calculate the predicted failure load, an iterative
process is followed. The FEA model is modelled with the 50% POF
failure load from experimental results for each test case. The results
from the FEA are used to calculate the POF. The difference between
the calculated POF and the required 50% POF is used to scale the
principal stresses and the POF is recalculated until the predicted
POF reaches 50%.
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4. Experimental

Two experiments, four point bending and Brazilian disk splitting
tests, have been implemented to verify the reliability of the
developed assessment method. Fig. 1 shows machine setup for four
point bending test. Ten dog-bone samples with each fillet radii
were tested. The diagram of a typical specimenwith fillet radii, R, is
given in Fig. 2. The different fillet radii mean various stress con-
centration factors of graphite components. The fillet radii, R, in the
tests are separately 0 mm,1 mm, 5 mm,10 mm. Four point bending
test is implemented by MTS Insight Test Frame (E44.204). At least
10 specimens were tested for each case. The Brazilian disk splitting
tests were carried out as shown in Fig. 3. Specimens with diameter
of 12.7mmwere testedwith a loading of 0.5mm/min 50 specimens
have been tested for this experiment.
Fig. 1. Machine setup for four points bending tests.

Fig. 2. The diagram of a typical specimen with fillet radii, R.

Fig. 3. The diagram of Brazilian disk splitting test.
4.1. Theoretical prediction

4.1.1. Prediction of four points bending of Dog-Bone specimens
A useful failure methodology must provide acceptable failure

estimations for the full range of failure probabilities relevant to the
particular part. This section compares the failure probability for
different load calculated by KTA 3232 and the new method. The
specimens were made of super fine grain graphite with the
maximum grain size less than 10 mm. The mechanical properties of
the graphite are listed in Table 1.

From Fig. 4, it can be seen that the results predicted by new
method is more conservative and stress concentration can also
significantly influence the failure probability. The Dog-Bone spec-
imens with R ¼ 0 mm obviously show higher failure probability
compared with specimens with R ¼ 1 mm, 5 mm, 10 mm at the
same displacement, no matter which predicted method was used.

4.1.2. Prediction of four points bending of Brazilian disc splitting
tests

The graphite used for Brazilian disc splitting tests was a com-
mercial product graded NBG-18 which was manufactured by SGL,
INC. in Germany. The material is a coarse grain graphite with
maximum grain size of 1.6 mm.

Fig. 5 shows the curve of POF of Brazilian discs versus loading.
The result indicated POF calculated by ASME is very conservative
compared with the other methods. The predicted data by the new
method is close to the values obtained by KTA3232. The primary
reason can be attributed to the weakest link theory introduced in
our new method.

4.2. Mesh convergence

The accuracy of the failure assessment depends on the validity
of the FE results. And the FE results depend on the refinement of the
mesh. Thus a sensitivity of failure probability on FE mesh conver-
gence is undertaken by Brazilian disk splitting tests. And mesh size
serves the degree of mesh refinement. These results are presented
in Fig. 6. As we can see the predicted POF at same stress didn't show
obvious change with the different mesh refinement and failure
criteria convergence can be reached at last.

4.3. Verification of failure assessment methodology

4.3.1. Four point bending tests of dog-Bone specimens
Fig. 7 shows comparison between the measured 50% POF failure

load and the predicted 50% POF failure loads for Dog-Bone speci-
mens with R ¼ 0 mm. The result shows that KTA 3232 is too acute
for failure assessment and the new method is reasonable. Fig. 8
shows that the measured 50% POF failure loads of all Dog-Bone
specimens with R ¼ 0 mm, 1 mm, 5 mm, 10 mm are close to pre-
dicted 50% POF failure loads by new method. Therefore, the new
method is more suitable for the failure assessment of super fine
nuclear graphite components.

4.3.2. Brazilian disc splitting tests
Fig. 9 illustrated the predicted 50% POF failure load compared to

the measured 50% POF failure load for Brazilian disc splitting tests.
The results showed the predicted failure load by ASME is too con-
servative. The predicted failure loads by KTA 3232 and newmethod
were similar. It can be attributed to no obvious stress concentration
symptoms in Brazilian disc. The results also indicated mesh sensi-
bility can be neglected as mesh size (l ¼ 0.3 mm, 0.4 mm, 0.5 mm)
has no significant effect on predicted 50% POF failure load.

In summary, the predicted 50% POF failure load by ASME are
conservative compared to the measured 50% POF failure load. For



Fig. 4. POF of different Dog-Bone specimens versus load time.

Fig. 5. Failure probability of Brazilian disc specimens at different tensile stress.

Fig. 6. The effect of mesh size on probability of failure.

Fig. 7. Comparison between experimental data and predicted results for Dog-Bone
specimen with R ¼ 0.

Table 1
Material parameters of super fine grain graphite.

Sc(MPa) Shape parameter m Compressive/tensile strength ratio S0(MPa) Modulus(GPa)

33.21 3.74 0.26 24.71 12.7

Table 2
Material parameters of graphite (graded NBG-18).

Sc (MPa) Shape parameter m Compressive/tensile strength ratio S0 (MPa) Modulus (GPa)

21.6 5.78 0.264 8.25 11.5
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KTA 3232 and new method, the predicted results are closed when
no obvious stress concentration occurs. But the predicted data by
KTA 3232 could be over aggressive as the KTA method neglects
stress concentration effect as referred in Fig. 7.
5. Conclusions

A modified assessment approach based on ASME has been
provided in this paper. The new method was compared with
probability of failure assessment of nuclear graphite in KTA 3232
and ASME BPVC-III-5. Four point bending tests and Brazilian disc
splitting tests were carried out to verify the validation of the new
method. The results indicated that:

a. Compared with KTA 3232, the new method can effectively
improve the accuracy of POF prediction for super fine grain
graphite component as grouping is involved in the estimation.



Fig. 8. Comparison between theoretical result by new method and experimental data
for Dod-Bone specimens with different radii.

Fig. 9. Prediction for 50% POF failure load scale by different methods (Predicted load
scale is the ratio of predicted 50% failure load to measured 50% failure load).
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b. The new method is more reasonable as it improves grouping
criteria of the existing ASME specification. Also, the method
showed little mesh sensitivity in POF predictions. Therefore, the
developed approach is more suitable for assessment for super
fine grain graphite components.

Meanwhile, the new method retained all advantages which al-
lows for the design of multiple geometries subjected to complex
loading conditions. Therefore, geometric optimization of compo-
nents and failure assessment of graphite components with complex
irradiated non-linear material models can also be performed in the
new method.
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